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WEEK 40: Sunday, 1 October - Saturday, 7 October - ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2023-10-01 0500 Drama Courted

Michel Racine is a feared judge at France's Assize Court, as strict with himself as with others. But everything 

changes when the woman he's been secretly seeing is selected as a juror in a criminal trial over which he 

presides. Directed by Christian Vincent and stars Fabrice Luchini, Sidse Babett Knudsen and Eva Lallier.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2023-10-01 0650 Comedy Malcolm

Malcolm is a reclusive and brilliant inventor who takes in two new roommates to help pay rent after being 

fired from his job. When he discovers his new roommates lead a criminal lifestyle, he helps them plan and 

execute an elaborate bank-heist. Stars Colin Friels, Lindy Davis, and John Hargreaves. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 1986 RPT PG l s v Y

2023-10-01 0825 Drama Lost In Paris

Fiona is a Canadian librarian who flies to Paris and discovers that her 88-year-old aunt is missing. As Fiona 

scours the city looking for her aunt, she encounters Dom, a friendly but annoying tramp who won't leave her 

alone. Directed by Dominique Abel and stars Fiona Gordon, Emmanuelle Riva and Pierre Richard.

BELGIUM
English-50; French-

50
2016 RPT PG l n s Y

2023-10-01 1000 Drama J.T. Leroy

Novelist Laura Albert (Laura Dern) writes as her 'avatar', a disenfranchised young gay man named J.T. LeRoy. 

When her debut novel becomes a best-seller and J.T. becomes the darling of the literary world, she enlists 

her boyfriend's androgynous sister Savannah Knoop (Kristen Stewart) to act as J.T. in the public eye. 

Together, they embark on a wild ride of double lives, infiltrating the Hollywood and literary elite, and 

discovering who they are while pretending to be someone else.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 RPT M d l n s 

2023-10-01 1205 Drama Twist

Twist is a Dicken's classic brought thrillingly up to date in the teeming heartland of modern London, where a 

group of street smart young hustlers plan the heist of the century for the ultimate payday. The film features 

an all-star British cast including two-time Academy Award winner Sir Michael Caine as Fagin, Lena Headey as 

Sikes, Rita Ora plays Dodge, Franz Drameh as Batesey, Sophie Simnett as Red, and introducing Raff Law in 

the title role of Twist.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2021 RPT M l v 

2023-10-01 1345 Family
Asterix: The Mansions Of 

The Gods

Diminutive comic-book hero Asterix and his oversized pal Obelix attempt to protect their Gaulish village 

from a Roman invasion, doing anything necessary to thwart Caesar's plans in this animated adventure.
BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG Y

2023-10-01 1520
Action 

Adventure
Belle And Sebastian 2

September, 1945. When Sebastian hears that a plane carrying his friend Angelina has reportedly crashed in 

the mountains, he is convinced that Angelina is still alive. Along with his faithful dog Belle, Sebastian 

embarks on the most dangerous adventure of his life. Stars Felix Bossuet as Sebastian.

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2023-10-01 1710 Comedy Stolen Kisses

A charming comedy (the third instalment of the Antoine Doinel saga) in which Leaud wanders into a job as a 

private detective and falls hopelessly and idealistically in love with a client's wife. The film is comprised of 

several flawlessly observed episodes and Paris has never looked so nice or its inhabitants so whimsically 

attractive. Directed by Francois Truffaut.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1968 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-10-01 1850 Family Flight Of The Navigator

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years into the future 

without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are perplexed by his appearance. 

When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT PG a h Y Y

2023-10-01 2030 Drama The Frozen Ground
Focus On: Nicholas 

Cage

An Alaska State Trooper teams up with a young woman who escaped the clutches of serial killer Robert 

Hansen to bring the murderer to justice. The story based on actual events is directed by Scott Walker, and 

stars Nicholas Cage, Vanessa Hudgens and John Cusack.

USA English-100 2013

2023-10-01 2230 Comedy Margot At The Wedding

Margot and her son Claude decide to visit her sister Pauline after she announces that she is getting married 

to less-than-impressive Malcolm. In short order, the storm the sisters create leaves behind a mess of 

trashed relationships and exposed family secrets. Directed by Noah Baumbach and stars Nicole Kidman, 

Jennifer Jason Leigh and Flora Cross. 

ENGLAND English-100 2007 RPT M l s Y Y



2023-10-01 2410 Biography Dalida

The story of the Egyptian-Italian singer Dalia and her story against life and how she dealt with her problems 

while she was the most consecrated artist in the history of France. Directed by Lisa Azuelos and stars 

Riccardi Scamrcio and Jean-Paul Rouve.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
2016 M a Y

2023-10-01 2630 Drama Sleeping Beauty

Follows the haunting story of a young university student who begins an erotic freelance job where she is 

sedated and sleeps in bed with paying customers, unaware of what they have done to her when she 

awakes. The film is the directorial debut of Julia Leigh and won several awards around the world, including 

Best Direction in a Feature at the Australian Directors Guild in 2012. Stars Emily Browning, Rachel Blake and 

Ewen Leslie.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2011 RPT MA a l n s v Y Y

2023-10-01 2825 Drama Lost In Paris

Fiona is a Canadian librarian who flies to Paris and discovers that her 88-year-old aunt is missing. As Fiona 

scours the city looking for her aunt, she encounters Dom, a friendly but annoying tramp who won't leave her 

alone. Directed by Dominique Abel and stars Fiona Gordon, Emmanuelle Riva and Pierre Richard.

BELGIUM
English-50; French-

50
2016 PG l n s Y

2023-10-02 0600 Family Flight Of The Navigator

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years into the future 

without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are perplexed by his appearance. 

When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT PG a h Y Y

2023-10-02 0740 Family
Asterix: The Mansions Of 

The Gods

Diminutive comic-book hero Asterix and his oversized pal Obelix attempt to protect their Gaulish village 

from a Roman invasion, doing anything necessary to thwart Caesar's plans in this animated adventure.
BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT PG Y

2023-10-02 0915 Comedy Stolen Kisses

A charming comedy (the third instalment of the Antoine Doinel saga) in which Leaud wanders into a job as a 

private detective and falls hopelessly and idealistically in love with a client's wife. The film is comprised of 

several flawlessly observed episodes and Paris has never looked so nice or its inhabitants so whimsically 

attractive. Directed by Francois Truffaut.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1968 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-10-02 1055 Drama In My Country

As South Africa comes to terms with the legacy of apartheid, their government has created the Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission. Langston Whitfield (Samuel L. Jackson) is an African-American journalist who is 

assigned to cover these hearings by The Washington Post. Whitfield doubts the efficacy of this process, and 

sets out to interview a notorious former army colonel who was famous for his violence against blacks. Also 

stars Juliette Binoche and Brendon Gleeson.

SOUTH AFRICA English-100 2004 RPT M a l v Y

2023-10-02 1250 Comedy Look At Me

Lotfi, a Tunisian immigrant who lives in France, is forced to go back to Tunisia to take care of Youssef, his 

nine-year old autistic son who he hasn't seen for seven years. Ignored by his child, who deprives him even of 

the slightest gaze, Lofti turns it into a challenge, one that will take him on the path of becoming a real 

father.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
2004 RPT M d l Y

2023-10-02 1440 Comedy Malcolm

Malcolm is a reclusive and brilliant inventor who takes in two new roommates to help pay rent after being 

fired from his job. When he discovers his new roommates lead a criminal lifestyle, he helps them plan and 

execute an elaborate bank-heist. Stars Colin Friels, Lindy Davis, and John Hargreaves. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 1986 RPT PG l s v Y

2023-10-02 1615 Musical A Hard Day's Night Best of Brits

An anarchic and offbeat story of 36 hours in the lives of the Beatles as they travel from Liverpool to London 

to perform on a TV show. However, things take a dramatic turn as they realise that their drummer, Ringo, 

has gone missing. Director Richard Lester uses a variety of cinematographic styles including documentary, 

surrealism and neo-realism to create one of the milestone pictures of the 1960s.

UNITED KINGDOM

German-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

1964 RPT PG s Y

2023-10-02 1750 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2023-10-02 1930 Martial Arts Drunken Master

Unable to see eye to eye with his father, young Wong Fei-Hung (Jackie Chan) grudgingly accepts the 

tutelage of a notoriously intoxicated martial arts master. There he learns the techniques of Drunken Boxing, 

an unusually fluid fighting style. Wong is then forced to put his new skills to the test when his father is 

targeted by deadly assassin.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1978 RPT M v Y

2023-10-02 2135 Mystery / Crime Vanishing
WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

Alice Launey, a French forensic expert still haunted by her past, comes to Seoul to present her work. She will 

meet Jin-Ho, a detective who asks for her help on a murder case. Drawn into network trafficking, she needs 

to face her fears. Directed by Denis Dercourt and starring Olga Kurylenko, Yoo Yeon-Seok, Ji-won Ye.

FRANCE

Korean-33.34; 

Enga-33.33; French-

33.33

2021 Y



2023-10-02 2315 Thriller The Witness

Sang-hoon (Lee Sung-Min), an average salary man lives in an apartment with his family at the foot of a 

mountain. After hearing a scream one night, he witnesses a murder take place from his balcony - and the 

killer also notices that he is being watched. Rather than report the crime to the police, Sang-hoon decides to 

hide. But he soon realises that the murderer is coming after him.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018 RPT MA v Y

2023-10-02 2520 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, DJ Alan Partridge gets radio colleague Pat Farrell laid off, but when Pat returns to the 

station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-profile role of go-between, trying to 

appease both the hostage taker and armed police. But Alan's methods will put himself and others in harm's 

way because he just can't keep his mouth shut. Stars Steve Coogan, Colm Meaney and Felicity Montagu.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v Y

2023-10-02 2700 Drama The Frozen Ground

An Alaska State Trooper teams up with a young woman who escaped the clutches of serial killer Robert 

Hansen to bring the murderer to justice. The story based on actual events is directed by Scott Walker, and 

stars Nicholas Cage, Vanessa Hudgens and John Cusack.

USA English-100 2013 RPT

2023-10-03 0500 Comedy Stolen Kisses

A charming comedy (the third instalment of the Antoine Doinel saga) in which Leaud wanders into a job as a 

private detective and falls hopelessly and idealistically in love with a client's wife. The film is comprised of 

several flawlessly observed episodes and Paris has never looked so nice or its inhabitants so whimsically 

attractive. Directed by Francois Truffaut.

FRANCE
French-80; English-

20
1968 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-10-03 0640 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2023-10-03 0820 Comedy Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky. When the freighter S.S. Cabinet 

Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy fog, the islanders are delighted to learn that its cargo consists 

of 50,000 cases of whisky. But when an officious English captain demands the return of the liquor, the 

islanders rebel. Stars Eddie Izzard, Gregor Fisher and Naomi Battrick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l Y

2023-10-03 1010 Comedy Margot At The Wedding

Margot and her son Claude decide to visit her sister Pauline after she announces that she is getting married 

to less-than-impressive Malcolm. In short order, the storm the sisters create leaves behind a mess of 

trashed relationships and exposed family secrets. Directed by Noah Baumbach and stars Nicole Kidman, 

Jennifer Jason Leigh and Flora Cross. 

ENGLAND English-100 2007 RPT M l s Y Y

2023-10-03 1150 Biography Dalida

The story of the Egyptian-Italian singer Dalia and her story against life and how she dealt with her problems 

while she was the most consecrated artist in the history of France. Directed by Lisa Azuelos and stars 

Riccardi Scamrcio and Jean-Paul Rouve.

FRANCE
French-50; Italian-

50
2016 RPT M a Y

2023-10-03 1410 Family Flight Of The Navigator

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years into the future 

without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are perplexed by his appearance. 

When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 RPT PG a h Y Y

2023-10-03 1550 Drama Last Letter

Attending a class reunion in place of her late elder sister, Yuan Zhihua accidentally runs into her sister's high 

school sweetheart, Yin Chuan. As old memories are evoked, she starts communicating with him through 

letters. Directed by Shunji Iwai and stars Xun Zhou, Hao Qin and Jiang Du.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-03 1755 Drama Fill The Void
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv and is about 

to be married off to a promising young man. Everything changes when her older sister, Esther dies during 

childbirth and her now-widower becomes a proposed match to Shira instead. She will have to choose 

between her heart's wish and her family duty. Directed by Rama Burshtein and stars hadas Yaron and 

Yiftach Klein.

ISRAEL Hebrew-100 2012 Y

2023-10-03 1935
Action 

Adventure
Drunken Master II

In turbulent China before World War I, the collapse of the Manchu Dynasty fuels violent uprisings and 

political chaos - the perfect setting for a grand-scale smuggling ring led by an unscrupulous British consul. 

When the ring plots to steal China's crown jewels, only one man - legendary 'Drunken Fist' master Huang Fei-

hung (Jackie Chan) - possesses the courage and ferocity to stop the ruthless gang.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1994 RPT M v Y

2023-10-03 2130 Thriller Deliver Us From Evil
WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

An assassin goes to Thailand in order to solve a kidnapping case where he finds himself chased by a man 

whose sibling he killed. Directed and written by Woo-Chan Hong, it stars Hwang Jung-min, Lee Jung-Jae, 

Jeong Min Park.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2020 MA a v Y



2023-10-03 2330
Action 

Adventure
Escape From Mogadishu

Rival diplomats from North Korea and South Korea become trapped as the 1991 civil war rages in 

Mogadishu, Somalia. With no aid from either government, their only shot at survival requires uniting with 

their bitter adversaries to escape. Directed by Ryu Seung-wan and stars Kim Yoon-seok, Zo In-sung and Kim 

So-jin.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2021 RPT MA v Y

2023-10-03 2550 Comedy The People Upstairs

Julio and Ana have been together for more than fifteen years. They have become a couple who have made 

fighting the essence of their relationship. But when their young upstairs neighbours visit one evening, they 

make an unusual proposal which may turn the evening into much needed cathartic experience, and 

revitalise their marriage.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2020 RPT M a l s Y

2023-10-03 2720 Mystery / Crime Vanishing
WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

Alice Launey, a French forensic expert still haunted by her past, comes to Seoul to present her work. She will 

meet Jin-Ho, a detective who asks for her help on a murder case. Drawn into network trafficking, she needs 

to face her fears. Directed by Denis Dercourt, starring Olga Kurylenko, Yoo Yeon-Seok, Ji-won Ye.

FRANCE

Korean-33.34; 

Enga-33.33; French-

33.33

2021 RPT Y

2023-10-04 0500 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they review The Mexican, Lost Souls, Anti-Trust, Tomcats, Goddess of 1967 and interview director Clara Law 

and actor Rose Byrne.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M a v Y

2023-10-04 0530 Drama Last Letter

Attending a class reunion in place of her late elder sister, Yuan Zhihua accidentally runs into her sister's high 

school sweetheart, Yin Chuan. As old memories are evoked, she starts communicating with him through 

letters. Directed by Shunji Iwai and stars Xun Zhou, Hao Qin and Jiang Du.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-04 0735 Drama The Red Shoes

Moira Shearer stars as talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet, The Red 

Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster (Marius Goring), she finds herself 

torn between simple human passion and the disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov 

(Anton Walbrook), her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is in danger 

of dancing herself to death. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1948 RPT PG

2023-10-04 1005 Martial Arts Drunken Master

Unable to see eye to eye with his father, young Wong Fei-Hung (Jackie Chan) grudgingly accepts the 

tutelage of a notoriously intoxicated martial arts master. There he learns the techniques of Drunken Boxing, 

an unusually fluid fighting style. Wong is then forced to put his new skills to the test when his father is 

targeted by deadly assassin.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1978 RPT M v Y

2023-10-04 1210 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, DJ Alan Partridge gets radio colleague Pat Farrell laid off, but when Pat returns to the 

station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-profile role of go-between, trying to 

appease both the hostage taker and armed police. But Alan's methods will put himself and others in harm's 

way because he just can't keep his mouth shut. Stars Steve Coogan, Colm Meaney and Felicity Montagu.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v Y

2023-10-04 1350 Comedy Footy Legends

Set in Sydney's western suburbs, Footy Legends tells the story Luc Vu, a young man with an obsession about 

football. Out of work and with welwafe authorities threatening to take away his little sister, Luc reunites his 

old high school football team to win a competition that could change all their lives. Stars Anh Doh, Angus 

Sampson and Lisa Saggers.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2006 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2023-10-04 1530 Comedy Hairspray

It's Baltimore, 1962, and rebellious teenager Tracy Turnblad (Ricki Lake) attempts to win the coveted 'Miss 

Auto Show' crown as she fights against racial discrimination in this film created and directed by John 

Waters, and featuring rock legends Sonny Bono and Deborah Harry as Tracy's pushy parents.

USA English-100 1988 RPT PG a d s 

2023-10-04 1710 Animation Steamboy

In 1860s Britain, a boy inventor finds himself caught in the middle of a deadly conflict over a revolutionary 

advance in steam power. The most expensive Japanese animation film made at the time, from famed manga 

writer-director Katsuhiro Ôtomo. Voiced by Patrick Stewart, Anna Paquin and Alfred Molina. (From Japan, in 

English) (Animation) (2004) (Rpt) PG   

JAPAN English-100 2005 RPT PG

2023-10-04 1930
Action 

Adventure
The Big Boss

Martial arts drama starring Bruce Lee. Cheng, a young Chinese man sworn to an oath of non-violence, is sent 

to live in Thailand with his uncle and cousins. His promise to his mother not to fight is repeatedly tested 

when he goes to work in the local icehouse for an abusive overseer. When two of his cousins are killed by 

icehouse thugs, Cheng sets out to exact revenge.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1971 RPT M v Y

2023-10-04 2130
Action 

Adventure
Hunt

WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

In the 1980s, the International Unit and Domestic Unit of Korean Spy Agency has been entrusted in a 

mission to uncover a North Korean imposter known as Donglim who is embedded in their organisation. In 

his feature directorial debut, Lee Jung-jae also stars alongside Jung Woo-Sung and Go Yoon-Jung.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2022 MA a v Y



2023-10-04 2355
Action 

Adventure
Train To Busan

Divorced father Seok-woo and his young daughter are on a fast-train from Seoul to Busan on the girl's 

birthday to visit his ex-wife. However, the journey turns into a nightmare when they are trapped on the 

train amidst a zombie outbreak. Directed by Yeon Sang-Ho and stars Gong Yoo,  and Ma Dong-seok and Jung 

Yu-mi.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2016 RPT MA a v w Y

2023-10-04 2605 Thriller Deliver Us From Evil

An assassin goes to Thailand in order to solve a kidnapping case where he finds himself chased by a man 

whose sibling he killed. Directed and written by Woo-Chan Hong, it stars Hwang Jung-min, Lee Jung-Jae, 

Jeong Min Park.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2020 RPT MA a v Y

2023-10-04 2810 Comedy Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky. When the freighter S.S. Cabinet 

Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy fog, the islanders are delighted to learn that its cargo consists 

of 50,000 cases of whisky. But when an officious English captain demands the return of the liquor, the 

islanders rebel. Stars Eddie Izzard, Gregor Fisher and Naomi Battrick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l Y

2023-10-05 0600 Animation Steamboy

In 1860s Britain, a boy inventor finds himself caught in the middle of a deadly conflict over a revolutionary 

advance in steam power. The most expensive Japanese animation film made at the time, from famed manga 

writer-director Katsuhiro Ôtomo. Voiced by Patrick Stewart, Anna Paquin and Alfred Molina. (From Japan, in 

English) (Animation) (2004) (Rpt) PG   

JAPAN English-100 2005 RPT PG

2023-10-05 0820 Drama Fill The Void

Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv and is about 

to be married off to a promising young man. Everything changes when her older sister, Esther dies during 

childbirth and her now-widower becomes a proposed match to Shira instead. She will have to choose 

between her heart's wish and her family duty. Directed by Rama Burshtein and stars hadas Yaron and 

Yiftach Klein.

ISRAEL Hebrew-100 2012 RPT Y

2023-10-05 1000 Thriller The Girl In The Fog

In the hazy Italian mountain village of Avechot, detective Vogel is investigating the sudden disappearance of 

a teenage girl. Two days before Christmas, fifteen-year-old Anna Lou has disappeared, upending the tight-

knit community. But the fog that has swallowed her hides a greater mystery. In Avechot nothing is what it 

seems and nobody tells the whole truth. Stars Toni Servillo, Jean Reno and Greta Scacchi.

ITALY Italian-100 2017 RPT M a l Y

2023-10-05 1220 Mystery / Crime Only The Animals

Following the disappearance of the glamorous and secretive Evelyne Ducat (Valeria Bruni Tedeschi) during a 

blizzard in the highlands of southern France, the lives of five people inextricably linked to Evelyne are 

brought together to devastating effect as the local police investigate the case. Directed by Dominik Moll and 

also stars Denis Ménochet and Laure Calamy.

FRANCE French-100 2019 RPT M a l n s v Y

2023-10-05 1430 Science Fiction Memoria

After hearing a loud bang at daybreak, a Scottish woman begins experiencing a mysterious sensory 

syndrome while traversing the jungles of Colombia. Directed by Apichatpong Weerasethakul and stars 

Academy Award-winner Tilda Swinton, Agnes Brekke and Daniel Gimenez-Cacho.

COLOMBIA
English-95; Spanish-

5
2021 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-10-05 1700 Musical Funny Lady

Sequel to Funny Girl set in depression-era New York. With her long-running show closing and her marriage 

to playboy Nick Arnstein at an end, Brice finds herself out of work in economically dire times. Enter brash 

young lyricist Billy Rose who convinces Brice that he is capable of generating the resources to produce a 

new show for her to star in. The show debuts out-of-town and is a complete disaster, leaving Brice to use 

her considerable experience to whip it into shape before it opens in New York. Stars Barbra Streisand.

USA English-100 1975 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-10-05 1935 Comedy Brassed Off

A Yorkshire coal mine is threatened with closure and their only hope is for the men to enter their brass band 

into a national competition. Just when they think they don't stand a chance, Gloria appears carrying her 

flugelhorn. Even though she is initially mocked for being a woman, she soon becomes the band's only hope 

in winning. Stars Ewan McGregor, Tara Fitzgerald and Pete Postlethwaite.

USA English-100 1996 RPT M a l Y

2023-10-05 2130 Comedy Broker
WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

Two men make a living by finding new parents for babies who are left anonymously in boxes. But when a 

young mother reconsiders abandoning her baby, she discovers their schemes and decide to join them on a 

road trip to interview potential parents. Directed by Hirokazu Koreeda, starring Song Kang-ho, Lee Ji-eun, 

and Gang Dong-won.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2022

2023-10-05 2350
Action 

Adventure

Train To Busan Presents: 

The Peninsula

Sequel to the blockbuster zombie thriller Train to Busan. Four years on, and Train to Busan: Peninsula 

follows a soldier who must battle hordes of post-apocalyptic zombies in the wastelands of the Korean 

Peninsula. Directed by Yeon Sang-ho and star Gang Dong-won, Lee Jung-hyun and Koo Kyo-hwan.

SOUTH KOREA

Korean-33.34; 

Cantonese-33.33; 

English-33.33

2020 RPT MA a h v Y

2023-10-05 2600
Action 

Adventure
Hunt

In the 1980s, the International Unit and Domestic Unit of Korean Spy Agency has been entrusted in a 

mission to uncover a North Korean imposter known as Donglim who is embedded in their organisation. In 

his feature directorial debut, Lee Jung-jae also stars alongside Jung Woo-Sung and Go Yoon-Jung.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2022 RPT MA a v Y



2023-10-05 2825 Magazine The Movie Show

Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they review Thirteen Days and interview director Roger Donaldson, and actors Bruce Greenwood and 

Stephen Culp. Later, they review The Yards, and The Man Who Cried with interviews from director Sally 

Potter and actor Kate Blanceht.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT M l n Y

2023-10-06 0500 Musical Funny Lady

Sequel to Funny Girl set in depression-era New York. With her long-running show closing and her marriage 

to playboy Nick Arnstein at an end, Brice finds herself out of work in economically dire times. Enter brash 

young lyricist Billy Rose who convinces Brice that he is capable of generating the resources to produce a 

new show for her to star in. The show debuts out-of-town and is a complete disaster, leaving Brice to use 

her considerable experience to whip it into shape before it opens in New York. Stars Barbra Streisand.

USA English-100 1975 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-10-06 0735 Science Fiction Memoria

After hearing a loud bang at daybreak, a Scottish woman begins experiencing a mysterious sensory 

syndrome while traversing the jungles of Colombia. Directed by Apichatpong Weerasethakul and stars 

Academy Award-winner Tilda Swinton, Agnes Brekke and Daniel Gimenez-Cacho.

COLOMBIA
English-95; Spanish-

5
2021 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-10-06 1005
Action 

Adventure
The Big Boss

Martial arts drama starring Bruce Lee. Cheng, a young Chinese man sworn to an oath of non-violence, is sent 

to live in Thailand with his uncle and cousins. His promise to his mother not to fight is repeatedly tested 

when he goes to work in the local icehouse for an abusive overseer. When two of his cousins are killed by 

icehouse thugs, Cheng sets out to exact revenge.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1971 RPT M v Y

2023-10-06 1200
Romantic 

Comedy
Happy Ending

Helle has been waiting for her husband Peter to retire, but Peter surprises her by pursuing a new career as a 

wine importer. To make matters worse, by the time he tells her, he has already invested their life-savings in 

his new venture. As Helle and Peter's marriage is turned upside down, she tries to rebuild their connection.

DENMARK Danish-100 2018 RPT M l n s Y

2023-10-06 1355 Drama Ramen Shop

Masato, a young Ramen chef, leaves his hometown in Japan to embark on a culinary journey to Singapore to 

find out the truth about his past. He uncovers a lot more than family secrets and delicious recipes. Directed 

by Eric Khoo, and stars Takumi Sato and Jeanette Aw.

SINGAPORE

Mandarin-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2018 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-06 1535 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager who is highly distrustful of 

others following the loss of his mother seven years earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in 

an accident as he was led to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and to find out what 

really happened to her. Stars Rumle Kaersa and Josephine Hojbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2023-10-06 1725 Drama A River Runs Through It

The Maclean brothers, Paul (Brad Pitt) and Norman (Craig Sheffer), live a relatively idyllic life in rural 

Montana, spending much of their time fly fishing. The sons of a minister (Tom Skerritt), the boys eventually 

part company when Norman moves east to attend college, leaving his rebellious brother to find trouble 

back home. When Norman finally returns, the siblings resume their fishing outings, and assess both where 

they've been and where they're going.

USA English-100 1992 RPT PG a l n Y Y

2023-10-06 1940 Drama The Father

A man (Anthony Hopkins) refuses all assistance from his daughter (Olivia Coleman) as he ages. While he 

tries to make sense of his changing circumstances, he begins to doubt his loved ones, his own mind and 

even the fabric of his reality. Directed by Florian Zeller and also stars Mark Gatiss and Rufus Sewell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y Y

2023-10-06 2130 Mystery / Crime Decision To Leave
WM Celebrates: 

Korean Cinema

A man falls from a mountain peak to his death and his wife, Seo-rae (Tang Wei), who shows no signs of 

agitation is considered a suspect by the detective in charge, Hae-joon (Park Hae-il). He interrogates her, and 

while observing her on stakeout, feels himself slowly developing an interest in her. A suspect who is hiding 

her true feelings. A detective who suspects and desires his suspect.

SOUTH KOREA

Chinese 

(Simplified)-50; 

Korean-50

2022 M a l s v Y

2023-10-06 2405 Drama Parasite

In Bong Joon-ho's multi Academy Award-winning film, the struggling Kim family seizes an opportunity when 

their son starts working for the wealthy Park family. Soon, all of them find a way to work within the same 

household and start living a parasitic life. Stars Song Kang-ho, Jang Hye-jin and Park Seo-joon.

SOUTH KOREA
English-50; Korean-

50
2019 RPT MA s v Y

2023-10-06 2630 Drama
Marlina The Murderer In 

Four Acts

Marlina (Marsha Timothy) is a young widow, living alone in a remote farmhouse. When a gang of robbers 

arrive to steal her livestock, seize her possessions, and attempt to rape her, Marlina has only her courage 

and intelligence to rely on. She thinks fast and acts even faster. Directed by Mouly Surya and also stars Egy 

Fedly and Tumpal Tampubolon.

INDONESIA Indonesian-100 2017 RPT MA a v Y



2023-10-06 2810 Drama About Endlessness

With About Endlessness, director Roy Andersson adds to his cinematic oeuvre with a reflection on human 

life in all its beauty and cruelty, its splendour and banality. Gently guided by our narrator, we wander 

dreamlike over a world where inconsequential moments take on the same significance as historical events. 

Narrated by Jessica Louthander and stars Tatiana Delaunay and Anders Hellstrom.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2019 RPT M a v Y

2023-10-07 0535 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they interview Mira Nair and Naseeruddin Shah, Paul Schrader.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-07 0605 Drama A River Runs Through It

The Maclean brothers, Paul (Brad Pitt) and Norman (Craig Sheffer), live a relatively idyllic life in rural 

Montana, spending much of their time fly fishing. The sons of a minister (Tom Skerritt), the boys eventually 

part company when Norman moves east to attend college, leaving his rebellious brother to find trouble 

back home. When Norman finally returns, the siblings resume their fishing outings, and assess both where 

they've been and where they're going.

USA English-100 1992 RPT PG a l n Y Y

2023-10-07 0820 Family Hacker

Thirteen-year-old Benjamin is not only a highly skilled hacker, but also a teenager who is highly distrustful of 

others following the loss of his mother seven years earlier. When he discovers that his mother didn't die in 

an accident as he was led to believe, he makes up his mind to investigate the matter and to find out what 

really happened to her. Stars Rumle Kaersa and Josephine Hojbjerg.

DENMARK Danish-100 2019 RPT PG a l Y

2023-10-07 1010 Comedy Brassed Off

A Yorkshire coal mine is threatened with closure and their only hope is for the men to enter their brass band 

into a national competition. Just when they think they don't stand a chance, Gloria appears carrying her 

flugelhorn. Even though she is initially mocked for being a woman, she soon becomes the band's only hope 

in winning. Stars Ewan McGregor, Tara Fitzgerald and Pete Postlethwaite.

USA English-100 1996 RPT M a l Y

2023-10-07 1200 Comedy Broker

Two men make a living by finding new parents for babies who are left anonymously in boxes. But when a 

young mother reconsiders abandoning her baby, she discovers their schemes and decide to join them on a 

road trip to interview potential parents. Directed by Hirokazu Koreeda, starring Song Kang-ho, Lee Ji-eun, 

and Gang Dong-won.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2022 RPT

2023-10-07 1420 Musical Funny Lady

Sequel to Funny Girl set in depression-era New York. With her long-running show closing and her marriage 

to playboy Nick Arnstein at an end, Brice finds herself out of work in economically dire times. Enter brash 

young lyricist Billy Rose who convinces Brice that he is capable of generating the resources to produce a 

new show for her to star in. The show debuts out-of-town and is a complete disaster, leaving Brice to use 

her considerable experience to whip it into shape before it opens in New York. Stars Barbra Streisand.

USA English-100 1975 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-10-07 1655 Animation A Cat In Paris

Zoe, a little girl living in Paris, gets involved with a group of gangsters and it's up to her cat Dino to come to 

her rescue. Dino leads a double life, living with Zoe and her mother by day, and working with the burglar 

Nico by night.

BELGIUM English-100 2011 RPT PG a v Y

2023-10-07 1810 Drama The China Syndrome

A news reporter and her cameraman are unintentional witnesses to an emergency core shutdown 

procedure at a nuclear power plant in California.The crew prevents a catastrophe, but the plant supervisor 

begins to suspect the plant is in violation of safety standards, and tries desperately to bring it to the 

attention of the public, fearing that another incident will produce an atomic disaster. Star Jane Fonda, 

Michael Douglas and Jack Lemmon.

USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2023-10-07 2030 Drama Six Minutes To Midnight Best of Brits

Just prior to the start of WWII, an English teacher, his camera, and twenty German teenagers disappear 

from a coastal boarding school. Six days later, British intelligence agent Thomas Miller is tasked with 

investigating what happened to them, why, and what it could mean in the context of the fast-approaching 

conflict between England and Germany.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a v Y

2023-10-07 2220 Drama Leaving Close Encounters

When Suzanne (Kristin Scott Thomas), a wealthy housewife's exuberant life gets her down she decides to 

return to her job as a physiotherapist. Her husband Sam (Yvan Attal) supports her by setting up a 

consultation room in their backyard, but when the builder (Sergi Lopez) hired to help on arrives, Suzanne 

discovers she shares a powerful chemistry with him. Soon, she decides to give everything up and live a life 

of all-engulfing passion to the fullest.

FRANCE

French-33.34; 

Catalan-33.33; 

English-33.33

2009 RPT MA s v Y

2023-10-07 2400
Romantic 

Comedy
Happy Ending

Helle has been waiting for her husband Peter to retire, but Peter surprises her by pursuing a new career as a 

wine importer. To make matters worse, by the time he tells her, he has already invested their life-savings in 

his new venture. As Helle and Peter's marriage is turned upside down, she tries to rebuild their connection.

DENMARK Danish-100 2018 RPT M l n s Y



2023-10-07 2555 Drama The Father

A man (Anthony Hopkins) refuses all assistance from his daughter (Olivia Coleman) as he ages. While he 

tries to make sense of his changing circumstances, he begins to doubt his loved ones, his own mind and 

even the fabric of his reality. Directed by Florian Zeller and also stars Mark Gatiss and Rufus Sewell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y Y

2023-10-07 2745 Comedy Family Photo

Although Gabrielle, Elsa and Mao are siblings, they do not have a close relationship. After a long time, 

however, they reunite at her grandfather's funeral, where they are confronted with a difficult question. 

Directed by Cecilia Rouaud and stars Vanessa Paradis, Pierre Deladonchamps and Camille Cottin.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M l Y


